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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Tripods with Heads Oben.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126

        The user manual for the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Photography  -  Tripods & Support  -  Tripods with Heads.
        


        This kit from B&H includes the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod and BE-126T Ball Head. The tripod is a sturdy support for any DSLR or point-and-shoot camera. With a load capacity of 17 lb and a maximum height of 69.2", including the head, the lateral tripod features a tilting, swiveling center column that enables flexible positioning for macro photography and other uses.

Engaging the lateral adjustment lever frees the tilting of the center column once it's been extended past the chassis, which becomes possible by pressing the button at the column's bottom to disengage the safety bolt. Once extended, the column can tilt from its original 0°, straight-up-and-down orientation, to a 180° upside-down orientation - with possible stops everywhere in between, including a 90° lateral position. Twisting a knob on the chassis locks and unlocks the 360° swiveling of the center column and its upper collar.

The tripod's flip locks, which enable the extension and securing of the leg stages, are user-adjustable. By using a supplied hex key, the user can tighten each flip lock to safeguard their continued reliable performance.

When it's not being used in its lateral mode, the CC-2361L's rapid center column functions like any professional tripod, extending after a twist of the knob on the upper collar. The tripod's center column can also be removed from both the chassis and the upper collar so that it can be reversed. For protecting your camera when the column is retracted quickly, there's a rubber damper under the center-post collar. Steel locking screws underneath the center-post collar enable you to fasten a camera head more securely.

Push/pull tabs allow you to set the positions of the three legs independently at three different angles. This allows you to shoot from low angles or on uneven terrain. For stability on softer terrain, the CC-2361L features metal spikes that retract and emerge by twisting the foot's rubber portion.

The included BC-126 is a durable aluminum ball head that features an Arca-type compatible quick-release system. It has a large locking knob with a tension control screw to give you maximum control of the ball, and a separate knob for the 360° panning movement.

Its multiple knobs help make taking panoramic photos simple by allowing you to pan a specific number of degrees while keeping the head's tilt position locked. In fact, the BC-126 features degree markings around its circumference to aid in that task. A notch in the ball head allows you to quickly change between portrait and landscape orientation.

The included quick-release plate attaches to your camera via its standard 1/4"-20 screw, and is secured in place with an Arca-type clamp. A locking knob controls the opening and closing of the aluminum clamp simply and reliably. Two safety screws on the bottom of the plate help prevent your camera from accidentally being released when adjusting the plate fore and aft. One bubble level on the clamp, and another on the locking knob, help ensure that your camera will be level with the horizon.        
      
	        
        If you own a Oben tripods with heads and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126:
  Specifications
  
 
   	  Oben CC-2361L 3-Section Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod Legs
   	 General 
	 Load Capacity 	 17.6 lb (8 kg) 
	 Maximum Height 	 65.3" (165.9 cm) 
	 Maximum Height w/o Column Extended 	 53.0" (134.6 cm) 
	 Minimum Height 	 6.3" (16.0 cm) 
	 Folded Length 	 25.4" (64.5 cm) 
	 Weight 	 3.15 lb (1.43 kg) 
	 Head Attachment Fitting 	 1/4"-20 & 3/8"-16 (reversible screw) 

 	 Legs 
	 Material 	 Carbon Fiber 
	 Leg Stages/Sections 	 2/3 
	 Leg Lock Type 	 Flip-lock 
	 Independent Leg Spread 	 Yes 
	 Spiked/Retractable Feet 	 Yes 
	 Leg Tube Diameters 	 0.98" (25 mm) 
	 Center Brace 	 No 

 	 Center Column 
	 Center Column Type 	 Rapid 
	 Center Column Sections 	 1 
	 Bubble Level 	 Yes 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 33.0 x 5.0 x 5.0" 

 
 
 
 
	  Oben BC-126 Ball Head
   	 Load Capacity 	 26.4 lb (12.0 kg) 
	 Ball Sphere Diameter 	 38 mm 
	 Quick Release 	 Yes, Arca-type 
	 Bubble Level 	 2 x bull's eye 
	 Tension Control 	 Yes 
	 Separate Panning Lock 	 Yes 
	 Tripod Mount Thread Size 	 Female, 3/8"-16 
	 Height 	 3.9" (9.9 cm) 
	 Base Diameter 	 2" (5 cm) 
	 Weight 	 1.0 lb (0.5 kg) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 5.0 x 4.2 x 3.3" 

 
 
 
 
	  Oben TS-110 Deluxe Tripod Strap with Swivel Clip
   	 Material 	 Strap: Nylon
Shoulder Pad: Neoprene 
	 Attachment Method 	 Swivel Clip attaches to tripod hook
Quick-release connector wraps around tripod leg 
	 Dimensions 	 Adjustable: 34.0 to 40.0" (0.8 to 1.0 m)
Shoulder Pad: 17.5 x 3.25" (44.5 x 8.3 cm) 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 17.4 x 3.8 x 1.6" 

 
 
 
 
	  Oben 3/8"-16 to 1/4"-20 Reducer Bushing
   
 	 Packaging Info 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 0.1 x 0.1 x 0.1" 

 
 
 
 
	  Oben Tripod Hanger (1/4"-20)
   
 	 Packaging Info 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 3.5 x 3.0 x 0.5" 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
     
	
        The user manual for the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new tripods with heads, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Oben users keep a unique electronic library
        for Oben tripods with headss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the tripods with heads.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Oben service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Oben CC-2361L Carbon Fiber Lateral Tripod CC-2361L/BC-126. User manuals are also
        available on the Oben website under Photography  -  Tripods & Support  -  Tripods with Heads.
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        	3M
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	Current discussions
	
Most recently discussed products:

Headset KX-TCA60 - Panasonic  KX-TCA60 Hands-Free Headset KX-TCA60
Posted by: Frances Kern
2024-04-01 06:38:26

HOW can I download instruction manual?  There does not appear to be a link on your website to do this.  Thanks....
FS3X user Manual  - DigiTech  FS3X Three-Function Foot Switch FS3X
Posted by: Brian Treece
2024-03-31 04:49:43

Please send link for manual...
Filter reset - Panasonic ET-ACF100 Filter For PT-D6000, PT-DW6300, ET-ACF100
Posted by: Colin
2024-03-30 07:23:35

The filter light is staying on orange after filter replacement… is there a sensor that is possibly malfunctioning that needs to be separately replaced?...
Canon Battery Charger 5L  - Canon  CB-5L Battery Charger 8478A002
Posted by: art.brion.spc
2024-03-30 00:37:50

Pls send me copy of Manual
...
Supports are slipping - LEVO LEVO G2 Deluxe iPad Floor Stand for All iPads, 33768
Posted by: Steph
2024-03-29 19:42:42

I’d had my Levo IPad Floor Stand for several years.  Recently when I extend 1 of the height posts, it slides back down.  Is there a way to fix this....
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